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CHAIRMAN'S NOTES
Re-opening of Tourist Office. The sudden closure of this office – just
at the time of the Easter holiday – was particularly unfortunate timing.
So it is belated but very good news that from August 2nd this office
has opened again at the Pump Rooms. Officially titled Leamington
Spa Visitor Information Centre, the office is open seven days a week.
(The opening & closing times vary slightly through the week; their
number is 01926 742762.) The Centre is now run directly by Warwick
District Council, instead of being an off-shoot of Stratford's tourist
office, so we hope its future is more secure than under the previous
arrangement.
New Justice Centre. The new, combined courts in Newbold Terrace
were recently unveiled at an open day for the public. The Magistrates
Courts are due to start sessions by the end of August, while the County
and Crown Courts in the same building are scheduled to begin in
December. (Presumably the idea is to iron out any teething troubles
with the lesser clients, before the judges come on the scene.) The new
building combines facilities for a whole range of supporting services
for the various courts; it remains to be seen whether future budgets
will cover the staffing of the very comprehensive operation originally
envisaged.
Work on Listed Buildings. It's good to be able to report significant
renovations of several listed buildings in Leamington.
In Kenilworth Street, the facade of what used to be the British Legion
building has been restored, and is currently being offered for
commercial use by ehB. In Bath Street, the Jug & Jester public house
is undergoing a major renovation.
On Newbold Terrace, next to the Willes Road junction, the fine run of
tall Regency terrace complete with original iron work had over several
decades become quite badly run down.
It is now being
comprehensively restored by TAG properties, in a similar layout to its
original internal format. They plan two modern houses to the rear of
the main terrace.
Richard Ashworth

Dates for your Diary

Sustainable building
Conducted tour and presentation
Wolseley Sustainability Center
Tachbrook Road, CV31 3HH
Thursday, September 9th, 2.00
Hope, Light and Brutality: An
enthusiasm for 20th century
architecture
James Mackay
Pump Room Annexe
Thursday, October 14th, 7.30
Auctioning railway relics
Mike Soden
Conference Centre,
St Peter’s Church, Dormer Place
Wednesday, October 20th, 6.30
John Cundall: Leamington’s
architect
Edward Sargent
Conference Centre,
St Peter’s Church, Dormer Place
Friday, November 12th, 7.30
Warwickshire Regimental
History
David Baynham
Monday, December 6th, 2.30
Warwickshire Regiment Museum,
St John's House, CV34 4NF
25 places only
For details see last page

£77,000 raised so far for restoration of the Linden arches
The project to restore the Pump Room Gardens is progressing well.
The next stage is to restore the eight Linden arches, first erected about 1880. The 1:500 Ordnance
Survey maps of 1887 show their exact location. Restoration will cost a little over £100,000, plus
some costs for making good the wall along the
Parade.
The project is being led by the Friends of the
Pump Room Gardens working with Warwick
District Council. (The Friends are made up of
the Leamington Society, CLARA, the Royal
Leamington Society Buildings Conservation
Trust and the Warwickshire Gardens Trust.)
Over the last year we have raised £77,000 in
pledges from WDC; Leamington Town Council;
individual members of our four constituent
amenity groups and from group reserves, and
from various other bodies.
A restored arch with polycarbonate 20" globe
Many individuals have been very generous
and energy efficient electric light
showing how popular this project is. The
Friends can rightly boast that the whole effort is an excellent example of the Big Society in action.
The arches will be constructed and installed by local businesses, helping the neighbouring economy
and employment. The arches will be made to a higher specification than the original ones, and should
be more robust – with vandal-proof polycarbonate globes.
Last year quotations were sought from five potential contractors and we chose the best on price and
quality. Fortunately they have not yet raised their price.
There will be a permanent bronze plaque, placed
near the arches naming every donor of £500 or
more; the names of those giving £1,000 (or more)
will have greater prominence, and those giving
£2,500 (or more) the greatest prominence. The plan
is to model our plaque on the one in New Bond
Street listing the donors for the bronze statues of
Roosevelt and Churchill seated on a bench
discussing the joint war effort.

Roosevelt and Churchill in Bond Street

We believe this is a worthwhile project and the final
result will be stunning. If finances allow it, we will
gild the crowns, making the effect even more

dazzling.

If you are willing to pledge a contribution to a dramatic improvement to
the Pump Room Gardens of Royal Leamington Spa, contact me
ArchiePitts@gmail.com or 01926 88 55 32

Please make a contribution soon if you have not already done so. We are anxious to start work before
prices rise.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Society honours £50 million of local buildings completed in the last two years
From the grand to the mundane, the useful to the frivolous and despite the recession, the Leamington
Society found 17 Award-winning structures. This was celebrated on Thursday July 8th at Dormer
Place, with the Mayor, Robert Cunliffe; the Chairman of the
Warwick District Council, Bertie MacKay; their partners and more
than 100 guests present.
The winners ranged from the large and spectacular: the Sikh
Gurdwara Sahib; North Leamington School and the Wolseley
Sustainability Center, to the small and decorative: Nicholas
Dimbleby’s elephants on a fine new stone plinth relocated by
WDC in Jephson Gardens, traditional iron railings replaced along
Willes Road. An unusual number of Awards were won by modern
buildings. A major local event was the restoration of the listed
Assembly with its beautiful Art Deco interiors by Nigel Dalley
with skilful guidance from designer Laurence Llewellyn-Bowen.
Other Awards were given to the ceiling of St Mary’s Church,
Christchurch in Priory Terrace, the pair of Lantern Corner shops
Elephant boy in Jephson garden
and the conversion of the Abbacourt Hotel to a residential home
for the elderly. There were several new “coach houses” in the
local vernacular. A modern family house in perfect harmony with its surroundings on Kenilworth
Road was also honoured. Smaller, but
important to the appearance of
Leamington, was a single garage,
enhancing the scale and detail of the
adjacent bungalow.
This year the judges decided that the
Bill Gibbons Cup for the best owneroccupied home should be shared
between two restoration projects, one on
Kenilworth Road and one in Priory
Terrace, both restored to their original
grandeur with much care and fine work.

Modern house in Kenilworth Road

Richard Ashworth, our Chairman, said “It is important that the Awards also recognise the skills of the
builders, joiners and all who execute the work of the architects.”
The judging team was led by Andrew Salter, Secretary of the Board of RIBA, and he introduced the
winners. The Mayor congratulated them and presented their certificates. The evening concluded with
Ian Baxter of Chiltern Railways (sponsor of the event) presenting the Bill Gibbons Cup. He made a
short speech praising the work done by the Friends of Leamington Station and announcing Chiltern’s
plans for faster rail travel to London from Leamington Spa which should be completed by May 2011.
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The leader in the Courier (16 July 2010)
commended our inclusion of modern
building and commented that the Leamington
Society should feel proud: “[they] are not
just a reactionary group bent in keeping the
town in a 19th century time warp” and went
on to say we are already working with
developers to improve the “most prominent
eyesore” in the town, the Ford Foundry site.

Wolseley Sustainability Center

Marianne Pitts; photographs by Roger Charters
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Lantern Corner, then and now
We are used to everyone trying to build up and out, with increasing density everywhere. As land gets
more and more costly, it is natural to fit more and more building onto every square yard. Here is an
exception.

Lantern corner in 1906 with three floors, and in 2010 with only two
When and why did the top floor go?
Thanks to Steve Price of the Lantern Corner sweet shop for telling us about this, and to Jo Clark for
lending the postcard from which the 1906 picture above was taken.
A pity about all the street clutter now – must we have six poles; cannot some of the utilities share?
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Clarendon Arcade (aka Chandos Street car park site)
It is over four months since the formal application for this
scheme was lodged by the developers Wilson Bowden.
By the official closing date for consultation, the end of
May, the range of comment was overwhelmingly in the
form of objections. Since then, initial objections have
been formulated in greater detail, including the most
recent from planning consultants representing the owners
of the Royal Priors (the Coal Board Pension Fund). This
was featured in the 13th August edition of the Courier.
While the proposals have been commonly referred to as
the Chandos Street site, it is important to note that the
actual plan covers three times the area of the existing car
park. If the Arcade were built it would be roughly half as
big again as the Royal Priors. So the owners of the Priors
highlight the likelihood that space in the new shopping
mall could only be let at the expense of closing down ever
more shops in the rest of Leamington.

Existing car park (dashed) and area of
proposed development

No doubt retailers and developers need to be perennial optimists – even in good times it is all too
evident the frequency with which shops tend to come and go. Just look at Regent’s Court. But one
might have thought over the last two or three years it had finally dawned on nearly everyone that the
era of ever increasing retail therapy, funded by credit cards and property inflation, was at an end.
Marianne Pitts reported (Newsletter August 2009) on the latest retail survey commissioned by WDC.
It was clear the survey had failed to explore the town adequately and on many matters of detail it had
simply got the facts wrong. Meantime the Clarendon Arcade application insists there is a need for
ever increasing retail space in Leamington. Specifically an extra 22,800 sq. metres by 2014,
increasing to over 43,000 extra sq. metres by 2026. That corresponds to a Clarendon Arcade scheme
almost straight away, then another similar sized monster to follow it roughly ten years later. (Located
where? You might well ask.)
These figures emerge from hundreds of pages, filled with numerous tables and analysis. Such diffuse
material is extremely hard to assess, its rationale almost impossible to examine critically, and its
ultimate value is probably anyone's guess. After all – if you ask a retail consultant whether it would
be a good idea to have more shops – what answer might you expect?
Other sections of the application are more susceptible to rigorous examination. The Leamington
Society has recently invested modest funds in an appraisal by a local planning consultant. This has
enabled us to direct specific queries to District and County officers. We have also received pledges of
individual contributions which have enabled us, along with neighbours most affected by the plans, to
take further expert advice. Predictions of increased traffic flows (probably an under estimate) are
currently being looked at, as well as the impact of a flow of heavy delivery lorries and the effect on
local road junctions.
At the same time, it is plainly evident that the existing multi storey car parks in Leamington are
operating at nowhere near capacity. I have been monitoring the indicators on Willes Road. Week
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after week on midday Saturday, the peak shopping day, there are typically 600 or more vacant spaces
shown on the parking indicator board. (Although the Chandos Street surface park is usually full.)
This raises the simple question: why build a further two levels of multi storey parking on top of the
Clarendon Arcade? Especially since it is the parking decks which add so much to the height of this
massive proposal and which would so overwhelm neighbouring streets
and properties. The answer, so the developers have told us, is simply
because that is what the anchor store would demand. Never mind that
the spaces will mostly be empty or will leave the other multi storey
parking empty.

Willes Road board on July
Saturday at 2 pm

No doubt it is arguable that some of the area around Chandos Street car
park, notably the backs of the Parade, might benefit from some tidying
up. But it is also notable that the area contains businesses, vets, auction
rooms and so on, which provide services every bit as "needed" as yet
more retailing clones. It is also of note that the Royal Priors is locked
shut at six in the evening. This extra development would block off
further streets and be a dead space in the evening, if not a white
elephant by day. It would undoubtedly cause substantial damage to the
fabric of the Conservation Area, but will not on balance add to the

vitality of the town centre.

Existing street scene (on the left), and proposed development superimposed (on the right);
pictures from Wilson Bowden application documents
Even as I express these views, and we make our arguments as cogently as possible, it needs to be
recognised that the odds are probably against us. Over the years the District Council has been closely
involved with this idea. Of course we do not know what advice will be given to the Planning
Committee in due course; but even if there are serious doubts expressed, it may not be easy to turn it
down.
The timetable for this decision is still not clear. You may have read the recent Private Eye piece
about the application (Issue 1268, 6th August, "Nooks & Corners" page 12). We have no idea who
planted this story but it was not the Leamington Society. In one particular they were mistaken – the
suspicion that the District would slip a decision through while many of us were on holiday. That was
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nonsense; it has been common knowledge that the earliest possible date on the committee agenda is
late September.
My guess (and no better than that) would be that it may be several months before the officers are
ready to put this before the Planning Committee.
Richard Ashworth
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Licensing – all change?
As we all know, Tony Blair’s idea that if the British were given the same license to drink as the
French and the Italians they would be as civilised in their drinking habits was a sad illusion. It hasn’t
worked out like that. The 2003 licensing act, enabling the sale of drink 24/7, combined with the
cheapness of alcoholic refreshment available to drinkers from supermarkets, has caused more noise,
anti-social behaviour, street fouling, damage to property and violence.
The new coalition government is presenting us with a very brief opportunity to say what we think
should be changed about the 2003 licensing act. The Home Office has released a consultation
document with questions that they would like answered. The document may be found by going to
www.nora-uk.co.uk and clicking on the link there to Licensing; a very brief summary of the issues is
given with a further link to the government consultation document.
As it stands, the law favours the applicants for licenses:


objectors are often ignored or excluded because they do not live near enough to the premises even
though noisy drinkers pass many dwellings on their way home in the small hours of the morning;



objectors cannot always provide reliable evidence of disturbance – in the middle of the night it is
difficult to collect this and know who is responsible;



police may not be able or willing to provide records of relevant incidents thus weakening
objectors’ cases;



many objectors are often treated as if there was only one – surely 20 repeatedly disturbed
households should carry more weight than one or two?



applications for licensing are not sufficiently advertised so that everyone knows what is about to
happen – notices on lamp posts are not enough;



licensees of pubs and clubs can easily deny responsibility for drunken behaviour once the
customers have left their premises, and there is no proof where the drink was bought.

WDC is aware of the problems in the centre of Leamington and is viewing this as an opportunity to
regain some control over the situation. David Davies, Licensing Services Manager at WDC, is
collating responses from local societies, individuals and businesses, and wants feedback by the end of
August. The national consultation closes very soon. If you feel strongly about this, please respond to
WDC before the end of August. You may also write directly to the Home Office before September 8.
Licensing Sex Clubs
Until recently, as many of you know, lap-dancing and pole-dancing clubs, and similar establishments,
were classified as “leisure industry” rather than “live” sexual industry. As result local authorities had
to treat them along with ordinary licensing applications. Then in April of this year, the previous
government introduced a new regime which enabled each local authority to decide whether it wanted
greater control of such places.
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One of our members is coordinating local opposition to the licensing of “any live performance or live
display of nudity which … it must be reasonably assumed to be provided solely or principally for the
purpose of sexually stimulating any member of an audience”, to quote the Home Office. WDC now
has the option of removing such Sexual Entertainment Venues (SEVs – or sex clubs in plain English)
from the Licensing Act dealing with pubs and bars, and considering them separately.
WDC then has a further option: setting a cap on the number of SEVs. Our member hopes this number
will be set to zero (called a “nil cap”). But a zero figure must be based on specific reasons, and not
merely down to “we want it”. Relevant arguments for a nil cap could be that SEVs


reduce property values in the neighbourhood by giving it an unsavoury feel;



encourage criminal activity like drugs, nearby;



pose a threat to women in the neighbourhood, directly by the action of customers, or indirectly;



will have a bad effect on nearby schools and the children;



would not encourage the type of tourism that we seek in Leamington, or in Warwick district.

Finally, in a small town like ours, there is no area away from domestic residences specifically for
nightclubs and the like.
If you feel strongly about this issue, please make contact through the committee, or write to David
Davies at WDC or David.Davies@warwickdcc.gov.uk. But remember you need specific reasons.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Redevelopment of the Ford foundry site
Trilogy, the developers who spoke to us in May
and again in July, has bought 19 acres of the 40
acre Station Area centred on the foundry for
redevelopment. This purchase includes the old
Ford car park (5 acres across Princes Drive and
behind Homebase); 2¾ acres of land between the
two railway tracks (to Coventry and to Warwick)
and the Foundry site as far as Travis Perkins.
The developers plan a significant building to mark
the corner site facing the roundabout – an
The current Ford foundry site (from the north)
important entry point to Leamington. This would
with their car park off to right of the picture
be a pair of curved office blocks for one or more
businesses. They will be about 18 metres tall at the front (very slightly higher than those in the
Parade), and be white or light cream to match Leamington architecture.
Behind the offices and along the railway there would be multi-storey and ground level car parks, with
trees (see image below).
There has been a foundry on the site since the end of the 19th century when the Imperial Stove Works
opened there; this was soon bought out by Sidney Flavel & Co. Ford bought the site in 1940. A
major cost of the redevelopment of the site is clearing the ground contamination arising from over 100
years of foundry work, and Trilogy argues that a supermarket is needed to help pay for this cost.
They therefore propose a Morrison’s supermarket fronting Old Warwick Road on their land.
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Morrison’s employ a higher proportion of staff at point-of-delivery than most other supermarkets; for
example Morrison’s typically carry out meat preparation and baking in the store. This would be good
for local employment. The expectation is that £35 million of trade would be diverted away from other
stores in the area. Of this, it is estimated that nearly 90% of this trade would come from Sainsbury’s
(The Shires), Asda (Sydenham) and Tesco
(Emscote Road). Virtually none would be
drawn from small independents.
And
Morrison’s would sell nearly all food, not
electrical items and the like.
As well as the corner office site and
Morrison’s, Trilogy hopes to have a
moderate size hotel with conference
facilities. In all the three developments –
offices, supermarkets and hotel – would
employ about 1200 people (some part time).
Computer image of potential Morrison’s supermarket
set back from Old Warwick Road

The hardest problem for this site is the
traffic: movement around the site, the
transport of employees, customers of the supermarket and delivery lorries to and from it. Any
redevelopment will increase traffic in the area which is already congested at peak times. Employees
need to be encouraged to use public transport; the railway station is only yards away, so that is a start.
More importantly, good bus facilities to serve the area are crucial. A turning circle on site for
employees to be set down and picked up would be useful. Trilogy is thinking about pedestrian and
cycling routes to the station and towards the town through Victoria Park. These will depend on the
installation of safe road crossing points on Old Warwick Road and Princes Drive.
Trilogy is conscious of the ecological value of the area of land between the railway tracks and aim to
keep it as a wild life area.
Architects have been chosen for the proposed buildings: Page\Park for the office block (and
associated multi-storey car park) and Michael Aukett Architects for the supermarket. The websites of
both architects show the wide range of substantial projects with which they have been associated.
Page\Park is responsible for new student residence blocks currently being built at the University of
Warwick.
The architects and developers will need to
give considerable thought to the energy
efficiency of their buildings. Councillors,
planning officers and the public will all be
watching; there is an active green lobby in
the town. With the national and high prestige
Wolseley Sustainability Center only a mile
away they can easily get advice.

Computer image for corner site with Homebase at
forefront and new supermarket at centre
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Trilogy is holding a public exhibition in
Leamington Town Hall on September 17th 18th and they hope to make an outline
Planning Application soon after.
These
developers are genuinely trying to garner

public opinion rather than merely going through the motions – in a way that the public has come to
distrust. Go and see it and make your comments.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Scarab Minor
There I was, with nothing better to do than gaze through the net curtains at the passing show, when
along came one of those blunt-nosed little vehicles with whirring brushes that clean our streets. And
what did I notice? I noticed its name, presumably given it by its manufacturer: SCARAB MINOR.
"Ah, yes!" thought I to myself. "I see!" Did you know that a scarab (c. 2700 BC onwards) is the
sacred dung beetle of the ancient Egyptians, and hence a seal or an amulet in the form of a beetle,
often symbolically decorated? Apparently the Egyptians believed that it laid its egg in the dung it
consumed, and they saw in it a microcosm of cyclic nature, of the daily rebirth of the sun, and of the
enduring human soul (thank you, Encyclopaedia Britannica).
Now, I call that jolly interesting, and the manufacturer jolly imaginative. Ancient recycling, no? Yes.
"The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which shall be done:
and there is no new thing under the sun."
Robin Taylor
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Spa, not Oxford?
I fell asleep in the middle of the 10 o’clock news – which may be a sensible habit – it might be even
better to fall asleep before it starts. When I woke I found myself “watching” Jonathan Ross
interviewing a young Glaswegian stand-up comedian. Not my usual fare, but I was too lethargic to
get up and switch it off, so I watched.
Jonathan Ross had considerable difficulties understanding the young man’s broad Scottish accent and
with a delicacy which I had not expected, enquired whether he had trouble when he found himself
performing south of the Border.
“Not at all”, said the young man, adopting for the moment well-educated vowels. “I am perfectly
capable of speaking in the silky tones of Leamington Spa”!
Marianne Pitts, with help from Robin Taylor
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
New members
We welcome to the Society
Jack & Anthea Broyles

Clive and Julia Engwell

Cheryl Harris

Norman & Pamela Pratt

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Departed members
We are very sorry to report the death of Alison (Ali) Redshaw, and of Katherine Mortimore, both long
standing members of the Society. Ali, and her husband John, enjoyed the town on their retirement
and the guided walks. Katherine had been active in both our society and in CLARA for many years.
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EVENTS to December 2010

Chairman
Richard Ashworth
32 Willes Road
CV31 1BN 316703

Sustainable building
Conducted tour and presentation at Wolseley Sustainability Center, Tachbrook
Road, CV31 3HH. Thursday, September 9th, 2.00
Leamington is the UK headquarters of Wolseley, the world’s number one
distributor of heating, plumbing and building products.

Vice Chairmen
Paul Edwards
55 Leam Terrace
CV31 1DG 423725

Their award winning and unique Sustainable Building Center is attracting huge
nationwide interest. Wolseley wants to tell everyone in construction, from
architects to jobbing builders, about the latest technologies and wide range of
sustainable, energy-efficient and recycled building products.

Archie Pitts
4 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BB 885532

The visit will be an eye opener. [And yes, it is Center, not Centre.]
Hope, Light and Brutality: An enthusiasm for 20th century architecture
Pump Room Annexe, Thursday, October 14th, 7.30

Hon. Secretary

Twentieth century architecture stretches from the Arts and Crafts Movement to
High Tech, from Lutyens’ bare Classicism to fussy post-Modernism. It was
more diverse, as materials, technology and building types all broadened, than
the architecture of any previous century. But it is often deprecated, especially
if it can be labelled ‘Sixties’.

Robin Adams
21 St Marks Road
CV32 6DL 426616
Hon. Treasurer

James Mackay, however, has an enthusiasm for it, and especially for the postwar period. He will introduce us to the full range of Britain’s C20 buildings,
show many pictures, discuss your views, and – with a handsome prize for the
winner – administer a quiz. Modern architecture can be fun!

Robin Richmond
38 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BQ 335952

Auctioning railway relics

Planning Representative

Mike Soden

Paul Edwards 423725

Conference Centre, St Peter’s Church, Dormer Place, CV32 5AA
Membership secretary

Wednesday, October 20th, 6.30.

Margaret Begg 423822

£7 to include glass of wine; all profits to Friends of Leamington Station
Auctioneer Mike Soden of Great Central Railwayana Auctions will talk about
his work. He is a lifelong railway fan, selling railway relics, from railway
buttons, badges and teacups to historic engine nameplates, quarterly at
Stoneleigh Agricultural Showground (and elsewhere) to eager collectors.

Other Committee Members
Ruth Bennion 421862
Rodney King 334053
Marianne Pitts 885532

Mr Soden’s wit and humour are well known – the halls are full with many
standing in the aisles. Over 99% of lots are sold. There will be railway items
for us to identify.

Newsletter Distribution
Jo Clark

John Cundall: Leamington’s architect

The Leamington Society is a registered

Conference Centre, St Peter’s Church, Dormer Place, CV32 5AA

charity. It is a member of the West

Friday, November 12th, 7.30

Midlands

Amenity

Societies

Association. It exists to preserve the
heritage and improve the character of
Royal

Leamington

Spa

and

to

encourage high standards of planning
and architecture
Charity No. 516078
_______________________________
Unless otherwise indicated, views
expressed in these newsletters are the
contributors’ own and not necessarily
the corporate view of the Society.

John Cundall (1830-89) was the architect of many of the finest buildings in
Leamington – the Town Hall, several churches of which St John the Baptist is
said to be his finest piece of work – as well as domestic houses and public
landmarks like the Hitchman Fountain and Willes obelisk in Jephson Gardens.
His great-grandson Edward Sargent, a practicing architect himself, will tell us
much more about John Cundall.
Warwickshire Regimental History
Royal Warwickshire Regiment Museum, St John's House, Warwick CV34 4NF
Monday, December 6th, 2.30
Conducted tour of the Museum and talk by David Baynham,

25 places only. Book in advance from Marianne Pitts
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